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INJOY LIVE puts a spotlight on young artists and everday  
community heroes while showcasing not just their talents  
but the gratitude, kindness and love that are part of their  
stories. Created for pre-K through 4th graders and their  
families, INJOY LIVE is hosted by artist, teacher, speaker  
and self-esteem advocate Jaime Lyon. Jaime’s passion is  
artfully inspiring our youth and helping people find their  
true joy within. Now, she’s created a show that will support 
the Kansas City community with potential to grow to other 
markets or nationally.

INJOY LIVE features live guests, the wisdom of kids  
and real-time mindfulness practices designed to proactively  

improve self-esteem. It is philosophically aligned with KCPT, 
creating deep connections while providing sustainable content 

and value in a flexible and modular format, as a full weekly 
show, a one-off special for Sunday night viewers, interstitial 

content used to support existing programming, and/or online 
clubhouse engagement. Inspired by the great Mister Rogers’ 

Neighborhood, Sesame Street and Bob Ross’s The Joy of  
Painting, but created with a modern point of view for today’s 
audiences, INJOY LIVE continues the tradition of uplifting 

children through art and positivity.  

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER & HOST  
Jaime Lyon, Founder

INJOY LLC
816-944-3344 ext. 802

jaimelyon@in-joy.net

ADVOCATE  
David Brain, Founder & CEO

Brown Cow Capital LLC
816-914-7950

davidb@bccllc.net

PRODUCTION CONTACT 

Jasmine Baudler, Producer
Stellar Image Studios

402-657-2595 
jasmine@stellarimagestudios.org

INJOY LIVE 
 The little show with a big heart.

INJOY LIVE 
The little show with a big heart that lifts up  
kids and their families through the power  
of art and the value of love and self-esteem. 
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